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Abstract
The evolution of microstruture for Fe16.7Cr14.5Ni model alloy and 316 stainless steel
irradiated with 140 keV He ions were studied by Positron annihilation spectroscopy. The fluences
were 1×1016 and 5×1016 He ions/cm2. The irradiation temperature was room temperature and 573
K, respectively. The variation of S parameter-incident positron energy profile indicated that large
amount of vacancy-type defects formed after He ion irradiation. Meanwhile, helium atoms
deposited in bulk and certain amount of He-vacancy complexes were formed. The vacancy-type
defects could be the major defects in track region and He-vacancy complexes would be the main
defects in cascade region. The vacancy-type defects could migrate and aggregate to form vacancy
clusters and even microvoids at elevated temperature irradiation. The diffusion mechanism of
helium atoms might be changed at different irradiation temperature.
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1. Introduction
Austenitic stainless steels such as 316 and 316L are the main constituent materials used in
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reactor internal structures both for fission and fusion reactors [1-3]. These materials contain nickel
as a major alloying element, which have a large cross-section for nuclear transmutation by thermal
neutrons. Helium atoms will be generated continuously in structural materials within the reactor
through nuclear transmutation reaction (n, α) [3]. As a consequence, large amount of helium atoms
may accumulate in bulk. Due to the low solubility, helium atoms will deposite in the material [4].
Undesired changes of metal properties, such as enhanced swelling and helium embrittlement, may
affect the safety of the reactors [5]. Helium atoms may also lead to irradiation hardening in
stainless steel [1, 6]. These physical and mechanical properties are directly related to the
transmutation of microstructure. As noted helium stabilizes vacancy cluster into He-vacancy
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complexes, which might evolve into bubbles at elevated temperature irradiation. He bubbles might
be formed in 316L stainless steel with He ion irradiation above 573 K [7]. The stability of
He-vacancy complexes was clarified in nickel and iron [8]. In addition, vacancy clusters induced
by He ion irradiation grew after annealing at 873 K in iron due to the helium atoms emitted from
small He-vacancy complexes [9]. Several theoretical studies were also performed to the diffusion
and stability of helium atoms and small He-vacancy complexes in iron [10-12]. Small He-vacancy
clusters would be mobile at 573 K [12], and HeV2 might dissociate at temperatures above the
room temperature [11]. It is essential to understand the interaction of helium atoms with
irradiation induced microdefects at lower temperature in FeCrNi alloy.
Positron annihilation spectroscopy (PAS), as a powerful tool in fundamental
micro-structural feature studies, has been widely used for the identification of defects at atomic
level [13]. Positrons could be trapped by microdefects and positron annihilation rate is
proportional to the electron density around the annihilation site. Energy and momentum are
conserved in positron annihilation process. Two gamma rays are emitted in most cases. The
energies of these two photons are different, which is proportional to the longitudinal component of
electron-positron momentum in the direction of gamma emission. The photo energies reveals
information about the momentum distribution of annihilated electrons [14]. Therefore, the
microstructure evolution after ion irradiation can be detected by PAS [4, 14].
In this study, FeCrNi ternary model alloy was chosen to avoid the effect of minor elements.
316 SS, which is a commercial FeCrNi alloy, was also used in experiment. He ion irradiation were
proceeded with different dose and temperature, respectively. Positron annihilation spectroscopy
2

based on mono-energetic positron beam was employed to investigate the evolvement of
microstructure in He ion irradiated specimens.

2. Experimental details
2. 1. Sample preparation
Pure metals, including Fe (99.99%), Cr (99.99%) and Ni (99.999%), were used to melt
FeCrNi model alloy. Melting process was accomplished at General Research Institute for
Nonferrous Metals with a Vacuum argon arc furnace. The chemical compositions of FeCrNi model
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alloy and 316 SS are shown in Table. 1. Specimens were fabricated into the size of 10×10×1 mm3.
Mechanical polishing was proceeded with silicon carbide paper and 1.5 μm diamond paste until a
fine mirror-like surface finished. Finally, electron-chemical polishing was also used to polish
surface and remove the surface hardening layer. At last, specimens were annealed at 1323 K for 2
h in a high vacuum (≥1×10-4 Pa), followed by air cooling.
Table. 1. Chemical compositions of the specimens in this experiment (wt %).
Material

Fe

Cr

Ni

Mo

Mn

Cu

C

Si

P

S

FeCrNi

Bal.

16.7

14.5

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

316SS

Bal.

16.08

10.08

2.03

1.12

0.044

0.068

0.354

0.035

0.0026

2. 2. He ion irradiation
He ion irradiation was used as material degradation tool for creating Frenkel defects [15]. In
this work, He ion irradiation was performed with an ion implanter located in the Accelerator Lab
of Wuhan University. Energy of He ions was fixed at 140 keV with a mean flux of 9×1012
ions/cm2s1. The fluence of He ions were 1×1016 and 5×1016 ions/cm2 at room temperature, and
1×1016 ions/cm2 at elevated temperature (573 K).
2. 3. Positron annihilation spectroscopy measurements
Positron annihilation spectroscopy measurements were performed at room temperature using
an energy-variable slow positron beam facility at institute of high energy physics (IHEP).
Positrons were generated by a 50 mCi (2005)

22Na

radiation source, and then moderated by

tungsten. Beam energy was changed from 0.18 to 20 keV during Doppler Broadening Energy
3

Spectroscopy （ DBES ） measurement [16]. Two parameters, namely S and W parameters
respectively, were introduced to characterize the information of specimens. The S parameter,
which described the information of positron annihilated with valence electron, was defined as the
ratio of counts in the central energy region around 511 keV (510.24 - 511.76 keV) to the total γ
photo counts around 504.2 - 517.8 keV. The W parameter, which represented the information of
positron annihilated with core electron, was defined as the ratio of counts about the wing area
(504.2 - 508.4 keV and 513.6 - 517.8 keV) to the total counts around 504.2 - 517.8 keV [17].
The mean implantation depth of positron is estimated by the incident energy and calculated
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by the following relation [18]:

Z(𝐸𝐸) =

4×104
𝜌𝜌

𝐸𝐸1.6

(1)

where Z is expressed in units of nanometer, 𝜌𝜌 is the material density in units of kg/m3, and E is

the incident positron energy in keV

3. Results and discussion
3. 1. SRIM calculation
First of all, the theoretical simulation of He ion irradiation is proceed by SRIM calculation
[29]. The implanted energy of He ions is 140 keV, which agree with experimental condition. The
displacement threshold Ed is 40 eV [19]. The distribution of helium atoms and damage dose with
the fluence of 5×1016 ions/cm2 are shown in Fig. 1. Helium atoms mainly distributed in the
region from 200 to 550 nm and peaked at about 400 nm. The irradiation induced defects also
peaked at about 380 nm with the dose of 2.36 dpa, which is similar to the distribution of implanted
helium atoms. There are two damage processes in the material under energetic ion irradiation, one
is the displacement from atomic collision between implanted ions and bulk atoms, the other one is
the doping effect due to the ions stopping in the material [18]. In Fig. 1, TR represents track region,
corresponding to the region where implanted He ions slow down because of electronic energy loss.
CR is the cascades region, where the incident ions interacted with solid material by nuclear
collision and then stopped in the solid lattice. NIR is the non-implanted region [20].
The stopping profile of mono-energetic positrons penetration into a material is calculated by
the following equation [21, 22]:
4

P(x) = (m⁄x0 )(x⁄x0 )m−1 exp{−(x⁄x0)m }

(2)

Where x0=1.13x and x=α/ρEn (the mean depth), ρ is the material density in g/cm3, E is the incident
positron energy in keV, α, m and n are independent parameters of the material. We employed the
Makhovian parameters of m=2, n=1.62 and α=4.0μg/cm2 in this calculation by Vehanen et al [22].
The implanted positron profiles with energies of 5, 10, 15 and 20 keV are shown in Fig. 2. The
profiles are broadened with higher incident positron energy. At E=20 keV, certain amount of
implanted positrons stopped and annihilated in the damaged region.
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Fig. 1. Depth distribution of damage and helium atoms in Fe16.7Cr14.5Ni irradiated by 140 keV
He ions up to 5×1016 ions/cm2.
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Fig. 2. Depth profile of positron stopping probability for energies of 5, 10, 15, 20 keV.
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Fig. 3. S-E curves of He ion irradiated model alloy with different fluences at room temperature.
The variation of S parameter with increasing incident positron energy after He ion irradiation
with 1×1016 and 5×1016 ions/cm2 at room temperature are shown in Fig. 3.The average implanted
depth of energetic positrons is shown on the top x-axis in Fig. 3. The rising S parameter indicate
the generation of defects, which might be vacancy-type defects as calculated by SRIM [18]. The S
value for un-irradiated sample decreases and the downward gradient reduced with the increment
6

of incident positron energy. The variation of S parameter at surface layer could be explained by
the effect of positron diffusing back to surface and the formation of ortho-positronium [14].
Huomo et al. had reported that positrons would diffuse back to surface in Mo with energies lower
than 4 keV [23]. The S value increases obviously for the as-irradiated specimens compare to
un-irradiated value. This phenomenon indicates that large amount of vacancy-type defects
generated in bulk after He ion irradiation.
S-E curves were analyzed by the VEPFIT, which is based on the layered structures of
positron diffusion model [24]. The VEPFIT analysis of the experimental data was divided into
four layers. The first layer is the surface layer. The other three layers are consistent with SRIM
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calculation in Fig. 1, which are called TR, CR and NIR. The boundaries of TR, CR and NIR are
about 15~200, 200~550 and 550~700 nm, respectively. In SRIM calculation the damage dose in
CR is larger than that in TR so that the S parameter in CR should be larger than that in TR, and the
S value should increase with the increment of damage dose. But the experimental data and fitted S
did not agree with SRIM calculation. In Fig. 4, the S parameter is similar with each other for both
fluences in TR. Compare to the result of TR, the S value increased slightly for higher irradiation
dose and decreased slightly for lower irradiation dose in CR. The reason might be that implanted
He ions are mainly deposited in CR, and then most helium atoms recombined with vacancy
defects to form He-vacancy complexes [15]. Certain amount of monovacancies and small-sized
clusters could be formed during He ion irradiation. Ortiz’s calculation of helium diffusion in
irradiated Fe showed that most of helium atoms recombined with vacancy defects and stayed at
substitutional sites at room temperature [11]. When positrons were trapped by the vacancy defects
with helium atoms, the value of S could be lower than that of vacancies [15].
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Fig. 4. Fitted S parameters versus VEPFIT for He ion irradiated model alloy at room
temperature.
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Fig. 5. S-W plots for He ion irradiated Fe16.7Cr14.5Ni with different fluence at room temperature.
Positron annihilation mechanism, which might reflect microstructure information about the
type of defects existed in the specimen [18, 25]. The S-W plots for irradiated model alloy at room
temperature are shown in Fig. 5. The results indicate that there should be some difference about
the type of defects between TR and CR. From the analysis of the S parameter, helium atoms were
mainly deposited in CR and He-vacancy complexes formed at the same time. While, vacancy-type
8

defects could be the major defects in TR.
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Fig. 6. S-E curves (a) and S-W plots (b) of He ion irradiated Fe16.7Cr14.5Ni alloys with 1×1016
ions/cm2 at different temperature.
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Fig. 7. S-E curves (a) and S-W plots (b) of He ion irradiated 316SS with 1×1016 ions/cm2 at
different temperature.
To investigate the effect of irradiation temperature on microstructure evolution, He ion
irradiation for different specimens were proceeded at room temperature and 573 K, respectively.
The S parameters of model alloy with the fluence of 1×1016 ions/cm2 are shown in Fig. 6 (a).
Compared to the specimen irradiated at room temperature, the S parameter for the specimen
irradiated at 573 K decreases at the surface layer and increases markedly at inner layers. As
referred before [14], incident positrons with low energies would diffuse back to surface. The result
couldn’t give effective information about the surface layer, so the surface part is neglected. As
indicated by SRIM calculation, vacancy-type defects would be generated in TR and CR as He ion
implanted into the specimen. Monovacancies could migrate and aggregate even at room
temperature [15, 26], these processes would be enhanced with the increment of irradiation
temperature, so that vacancy clusters and microvoids generated as He ion irradiated at 573 K.
Numerous vacancy clusters and microvoids formed in TR and He-vacancy clusters complexes
were the main defects in CR. The evolution of microstructure lead to an obvious increment of the
9

S parameter irradiated at 573 K, as shown in Fig. 6 (a). The S-W plots for model alloy irradiated at
room temperature and 573 K are shown in Fig. 6 (b). Compare to the result of room temperature
irradiation, the S-W plot gradient of elevated temperature irradiation changed severely at different
regions. It indicates that the type of defects generated at elevated temperature irradiation is
different from that generated at room temperature. The reason might be the formation of vacancy
clusters, microvoids and He-vacancy cluster complexes as elevated temperature irradiation
process, which is consistent with the analysis of the S parameter.
The result of 316 SS is also demonstrated in Fig. 7 (a) and (b). In Fig. 7 (a), the S parameter
for 316 SS irradiated at 573 K is lower than that irradiated at room temperature from surface to
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about 140nm. Thereafter, at the range of 140-612 nm, these two curves are almost the same with
each other. SRIM calculation show that most implanted He ions deposited in CR. Because of its
extremely low solubility in metals, helium atoms most probably located at interstitial and
substitutional sites (He-vacancy complexes) in lattice. As reported, the diffusion mechanism of
helium atoms or He clusters in stainless steel would be changed above a certain temperature range
[27]. Short-range diffusion mechanism might be employed at room temperature while the
long-range diffusion mechanism of helium atoms could be employed at high temperature [23]. For
316 SS irradiated at room temperature, mono-vacancies and small-sized clusters might be the
main defects in TR and He-vacancy complexes might be the main defects in CR, which is similar
with model alloy. However, small HenVm complexes were unstable at elevated temperature [10,
11]. Several dissociated helium atoms might diffuse back into TR due to the long-range diffusion
mechanism with the irradiation temperature of 573 K, He-vacancy complexes might form in TR.
The formation of He-vacancy complexes may decrease the S parameter effectively in TR. Fig. 7 (b)
shows the S-W plots of 316SS at different irradiation temperature. There is no obvious difference
in CR, but the result in TR was different with each other. The reason might be that helium atoms
would diffuse from CR to TR and He-vacancy complexes formed in TR at the same time, which
lead to the difference of the S-W plot in TR for two specimens. These results are consistent with
the analysis of the S parameter.
Additionally, the variation trend and the value of S in Fig. 7 (a) are almost consistent with the
model alloy in Fig. 6 (a) at room temperature, while the results of 573 K irradiation are different
with each other. The S parameter of 573 K irradiation for model alloy increases obviously
10

compare to the room temperature irradiation result, and the variation trend for 316SS is described
above. This might be the effect of microelements in 316 SS. As reported, impurities, such as C, N,
H and He could increase the vacancy migration energy in Fe-based alloy [28]. These elements
such as Cu, C and other impurity atoms might be effectively trapped by vacancies to form
vacancy-impurity complexes [15, 16], which might increase the migration energy of vacancies and
suppress the migration and aggregation of vacancies for specimens irradiated at 573 K. Futher
study would be focus on the microstructural evolution and the behavior of helium-vacancy
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complexes during the isochronal annealing.

4. Conclusion
He ion irradiation was conducted to Fe16.7Cr14.5Ni model alloy and 316 SS with different
dose and temperature. Then positron annihilation technique was used to investigate the evolution
of microstructure. He ion irradiation generated a large amount of vacancy-type defects in the
material. At the same time, He-vacancy complexes formed in CR, which inhibit the increase of the
S parameter at higher damage dose. Elevated temperature irradiation would enhance the formation
of vacancy clusters and even microvoids in FeCrNi model alloy. Part of helium atoms diffused
from CR to TR, and He-vacancy complexes formed in TR at 573 K irradiation. The type of defects
was also changed when He-vacancy complexes formed in TR. Vacancy-impurity complexes,
which may prevent the migration and aggregation of vacancy-type defects, might be generated
after He ion irradiation.
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